
Start

Import sys, time, os, 
socket, subprocess 

libraries

Print message on CSS GUI 
stating CSS environment 

needs to be reset

Set backupExt = ‘.sav’

Try to import 
org.csstudio.opibuilde

r.scriptUtil.

Get current time 
(startT)

Get host name of PC 
script is executed from.

Able to 
import?

PC host 
name in 
devList?

No

Yes

devList  = [‘dsg-c-linux1.jlab.org’]

Set dev = False

Set dev = True

Get path of CSS 
workspace in system 

reference frame.

Path end 
in “/”? Add “/” to end of path.

Read “mode” PV

Mode = 
restore?

Mode = 
backup?

Stop

Jump to Restore case Jump to Backup case

No

No

Yes

Yes

Display error message

Get present time 
(endT).

Calculate elapsed 
execution time.
(endT - startT)

Display success 
message with 

execution time in CSS.

Stop

No No

Yes Yes
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Start

Read recovery mode PV
(recoverMode)

No

Yes

recoveryMode 
!= ‘’

Initialize
i = 0 and mostRecent = ‘’

Create list of all items in 
path (fList) with extension 

backupExt.

fList[i] more 
recent than 

mostRecent?

Look at fList[i]

mostRecent = fList[i]

i = i + 1

i > length 
of fList?

savFile = mostRecent

savFile != ‘’ Display error in CSS

Stop

Read input File PV, saving 
as savFile

Read savFile, storing each line 
as a list element (restData)

For each line in restData:

Line[0] != 
‘’ or #? Skip line

Split text of line at space 
characters to make list

props = 
[‘V0Set’,’I0Set’,’SVMax’,

’RUp’,RDWn’]

Set 
chid,crate,slot,channel,gro

up = list[:5]

Pad slot and channel with 
zeros so they are two and three 

digits long.

basePV = 
‘hchv’+crate+’:’+slot+’:’+channel+’:’

Set setVals = list[5:]

For each i,item in 
enumerate(setVals):

Append basePV+props[i] to list 
“pvs”

Append item to list “vals”

For each i,pv in list 
enumerate(pvs):

Use Jython function to write 
vals[i] to pv.

Display success message.

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

No

No

No

Stop
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Items with 
red border 
are new to 
version 2



Start

Read comment PV

Length of 
comment > 

60?

No

Yes

Hall C HV Backup/Restore Version 2
Backup Case

Format comment to wrap over 
multiple lines

Create date string using 
current time and date

Create backup file header 
containing date of backup and 

comment.

Create list of list-view CSS 
screen files (listList)

Sort listList alphabetically

For item in listList:

Read in file, saving each line 
as an element in a list.

In file, find and read data in 
channel reference label.

Create list of strings read 
from channel reference label 

(refList).

For item in refList:

Detector = refList[0]

pvs = refList[1:]

For pvStr in pvs:

Split string pvStr at space 
charaters creating list pv

channelID,crate,slot,channel 
= pv

Create list cmd = [‘caget’,’-t’]

Create string for start of row 
for a channel

For each prop in props:

Append 
‘hchv’+crate+’:’+slot+’:’+channel+’:’

+prop to cmd

Use subprocess module to call 
caget with cmd as input.

Replace ‘\n’ in result with ‘\t and 
append to channel row.

Write channel row to output file list.

Stop

Write detector subheader with 
detector name and column names 

to output file list.

Write output file list to 
“HV-backup_YYYY-MM-DD_HHm

mSS.<backupExt>”
backupExt defined in HV B/R v2 - main

props = [‘V0Setr’,’I0Setr’,’SVMaxr’,
’RUpr’,RDWnr’]
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Items with 
red border 
are new to 
version 2
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